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Phobya Angled 45°
Adaptor Non-Revolvable

G1/4" to G1/4" Inner
Thread - Short - Round -

Black Nickel

$1.95

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
Angled adaptor 45°, G1/4" outer thread to G1/4" outer thread, round and nickel coated.

Everybody is familiar with the issue: The tubing is twisted, the fittings barely fit... what to do? This is the solution! A 45° angled adaptor to gain
more free space for your fitting. This adaptor can be combined with a suitable fitting and hose connection is made much easier and safer.

Unlike conventional angled adaptors this adaptor was was designed without any additional flow obstructions. Hence this adaptor causes no
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additional flow resistance in the system!

Technical specifications:
Material: Brass, black nickel coated
Threads: 2x G1/4" outer thread
Thread length: 6mm
Height: 30mm

Extent of delivery:
1x Angled adaptor 45° - G1/4" outer thread to G1/4" inner thread - round - short - black nickel - not revolvable

Aquainfos has reviewed this product for you

Please note: The low thread depth of only 5mm on the inner thread may cause some fittings to require spacer rings (Item number 14087, 14151
or 95008)

Description

Product Details:
Angled adaptor 45°, G1/4" outer thread to G1/4" outer thread, round and nickel coated.

Everybody is familiar with the issue: The tubing is twisted, the fittings barely fit... what to do? This is the solution! A 45° angled adaptor to gain
more free space for your fitting. This adaptor can be combined with a suitable fitting and hose connection is made much easier and safer.

Unlike conventional angled adaptors this adaptor was was designed without any additional flow obstructions. Hence this adaptor causes no
additional flow resistance in the system!

Technical specifications:
Material: Brass, black nickel coated
Threads: 2x G1/4" outer thread
Thread length: 6mm
Height: 30mm

Extent of delivery:
1x Angled adaptor 45° - G1/4" outer thread to G1/4" inner thread - round - short - black nickel - not revolvable

Aquainfos has reviewed this product for you

Please note: The low thread depth of only 5mm on the inner thread may cause some fittings to require spacer rings (Item number 14087, 14151
or 95008)

Additional Information

Brand Phobya

SKU PH-64174

Weight 0.1000

Fitting Angle 45 Degree

Vendor SKU/EAN 4049469088330
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